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Wi Willow loves to go on “Treeventures wherever he is 

needed. From helping friends to assisting strangers, Wi 

gets the job done.  Here are some words to describe Wi:

• Treemendous

• Treerific

• Treemazing

• Treeespectable

What is a Treeventure?

Glad you asked

It is the ability to use your imagination in ways that 

stimulate fun, learning, adventure and being helpful.



It is time for you to meet the tree with the 

biggest heart – Wi Willow



Hello everyone, I am Wi Willow



I am a tree.

I am not some ordinary tree.

I am a special tree.

I am going to show you all the neat things 

that I can do as a tree.



Hello everyone today we will meet some 

of my wonderful friends.  Did you know 

certain types of fruit grows on trees?



Today, I will introduce you to five special 

friends of mine and they will tell you about 

the fruit that they grow.





Hello, Mr. Apple.  
Tell us a little bit 
about yourself

Hello Wi.



I am an apple tree and I grow apples. My apples 

are sweet, crispy and juicy.  They may be red, 

green or yellow





Hello Mr. Orange.  
Tell us lit bit about 

yourself

Hello Wi.



I am an orange tree and I grow oranges.   My 

oranges are sweet, tangy and juicy.  When you 

peel the hull of my oranges, they come alive 

explode its juices everywhere.





Hello Mr. 
Coconut.  Tell us a 

little bit about 
yourself.

Hello Wi.



I am a coconut tree and I grow coconuts.  My 

coconuts are a nice fruit, slightly sweet but it also 

produces some good wholesome coconut milk.   





Hello Mr. Cherry.  
Tell us a little bit 
about yourself.

Hello Wi.



I am a cherry tree and I grow cherries.  Sweet and 

tart cherries.  No one can eat just one.  You can 

also suck on the pit for even more delicious flavor.





Hello Mr. Fig.  Tell 
us a little bit 

about yourself.

Hello Wi.



I am a fig tree and I grow figs.  One bite of my soft 

outer shell and into the delicious sweet honey berry 

nectar filling will have you hooked.





I hope you all enjoyed meeting my five friends 

and learning about the fruit that they grow.

Mr. Apple

Mr. Coconut

Mr. Orange

Mr. Cherry Mr. Fig



Thank you, boys and girls, for going on this 

Treeventure with me.  Stay tuned for more 

treeventures Wi Willow.



Stay Tuned for future Treeventures

•A day with Sunny & Sally Sparrow

•Treeventures with Wil Willow

•The Storm

•Lumberjack John

•Hanging out with the Seasons



Author’s Notes

Imagination is such a beautiful gift we can allow a 

child to have with no limits.  The process of curiosity 

is a natural stage of development for children.  They 

are natural-born scientist and investigators.  It is our 

responsibility to foster and nourish those innate 

skills in our kids.  So, go grab those pots and pans or 

a box and start using those beautiful, colorful, and 

creative imaginations!

Rhonda D. Brooks and Rodney D. Brooks
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